
FUN WRITING PAPER FOR STUDENTS

PAPER WITH DECORATED BORDERS. Motivate your students to work through the creative writing process by
allowing them to publish their work on this fancy.

This set is designed to be a flip up book and there is a front page apple template that contains the student's
name, date, title, and an area to draw a picture. Grades 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 final draft templates are also also
included in this set of Back to School printable worksheets. This Back to School set of teaching resources also
includes separate banners for Grades 1 - 8. Grades 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 examples are not shown. There are 4
apples on this worksheet that contain Grade 1 written on them. There are red, green, and yellow apple accent
pieces with phrases written on them. This Back to School bulletin board display banner can be used by all
grade levels. Hartwell tries to ease her nerves with calm reassurance and wise advice. There are 6 pencils and
2 apples on this worksheet that contain Grade 2 written on them. Are you also looking for a Back to School
teaching resources set that is customized to the grade level that you teach? These creative writing templates
will make a brilliant winter bulletin board display! To help you decorate your bulletin board with a colorful
chalkboard theme, I have included 4 chalkboard accent pieces in this set of teaching resources. This set of
Back to School teaching resources also includes a one page apple template. The chalkboard writing templates
are on one printable worksheet and they are easy to cut out. Students color and design their booklet covers and
then write their stories on the inside templates. Can you remember your first day of school as a brand new
teacher? Above is an example of the Grade 3 banner. For this reason, my students never begin their creative
writing assignments by writing on their final draft apple templates, instead they write on first draft worksheets.
These apple writing templates contain thick black borders, which makes it easy for students to cut out the
apple templates by themselves. Below is an example of the first draft writing worksheet that is included in this
Back To School printable worksheets set. Back To School Printable Worksheets: white, green, and yellow
apple final draft templates Are you interested in having a one page apple creative writing assignment for your
students to write on instead of a 2 page flip book? Recipe Set For this Halloween English teaching resources
set, students can create a recipe for a special witch's brew, a magic potion, or they can write the ingredients for
their favorite recipe. For this Valentine's Day activity, students write two paragraphs about things that they
love. Save and reuse forever! It's the first day of school and Sarah Jane Hartwell is nervous and wants to stay
in her bed. Then, they edit and revise their work on their own, with a partner, or in individual writing
conferences with me. First Day Jitters , written by Julie Danneberg, is a wonderful picture book to read to your
students the first day of school. Print as many copies as you want! These chalkboard writing templates
measure 9. Print as many copies as you want! Students choose 2 topics from this list: person, sport, book,
movie, restaurant, game, place, and holiday. Below are examples of these accent pieces with different grade
levels written on them. December is an ideal time to use this activity. These Back To School worksheets will
be emailed to you and then you can download them instantly. These 4 chalkboard accent pieces are also grade
specific. The second apple template page 2 of the flip book is where the students write their assignments.
There are two templates that are glued together to form a large Haunted Times Newspaper. This set of
teaching resources contains the following: First draft creative writing printable worksheets Grades 1 - 8
customized printable worksheets Final draft black and white chalkboard templates Grades 1 - 8 customized
templates Final draft color chalkboard templates Grades 1 - 8 customized templates Matching five page
bulletin board display banner Grades 1 - 8 customized banners Four chalkboard bulletin board display accent
pieces Grades 1 - 8 customized templates This is a generic creative writing template that contains no topic, so
you can choose the topic that you want your students to write about. The plot leads to a very cute and
surprising twist at the end of the story when the readers learn that the teacher is the one who is nervous about
her first day of school.


